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A rational, scientific approach to the discovery of new medicines necessitates
effective access to observed data and the appropriate presentation of that
data to derive hypotheses and draw conclusions. Many life science research
organizations have put in place applications to address data access and analysis
for their scientists. The actual use of such applications, of which there are
frequently multiple at a particular organization, is often complex and time
consuming for the scientist, and as a result severely limits the type of questions
they can ask of their data.
In this paper, we explore the issues in the effective use of modern pharmaceutical
data mining applications. We discuss the development and capabilities that
were built into the Discovery 360° application to address these issues, as part of
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Next Generation IT project (NextGen). Wyeth found
that simplifying data access and integration of data analysis and collaboration
tools, improves both the quality and effectiveness of discovery research and best
leverages the intellectual assets of the scientific team.

Introduction
Pharmaceutical companies from large
to small have access to a vast amount of
Discovery data from multiple internal
and external sources. How can research
managers ensure that their staff are
properly enabled and encouraged to
make the most of this data in order to
deliver the highest quality drug candidate
in the least amount of time? For many
scientists, simply getting a view of their
project data that allows them insight
into the multiple structure activity
relationships is a non-trivial task, with
the process often requiring interaction
with multiple sources of data and multiple

applications. Such application/data
ecosystems frequently require high levels
of IT support and maintenance to provide
access to data from new assays or to allow
the presentation of data in useful formats.
It has been estimated that Discovery Team
Leaders spend as much as 1-2 days each
week collecting and moving data between
applications so that they can understand
structure-property relationships, generate
project reports, and determine an
appropriate research direction1. A key
outcome of this lengthy process is that
the generated view of the data is limited,
and little time in the increasingly busy

More than 800 Wyeth scientists utilized D360 to not
only advance their projects more rapidly, but to add
depth and quality to their data analysis, resulting in
better crafted development candidates.

scientist’s day remains for interpretation of
the data and design of new experiments.
Additional complexities inherent in this
process include the risk of loss of data
context, quality, and integrity when
moving between applications. Perhaps
most damaging of all may be that it is
not possible for all members of the team
to devote this amount of time for data
collection and analysis. As a result the
majority of the intellectual assets of the
team are not fully utilized.
The discussion thus far has centered on
the single task of assembling and viewing
project based structure-activity data.
Research databases provide an expensively
gathered and immensely rich repository
of information regarding the interaction
of chemical moieties with a wide array of
biological entities. Mining this knowledge
source for chemical structures that may
be relevant to a project, or for structureproperty relationships that may assist
in design work on current projects, is
practically impossible in many current
life sciences informatics environments.
Further, there are whole categories of
data-relevant tasks, such as logistical
project management, assay stability
determination, synthesis success rates, and
inter-project comparison that could be
supported by available data. The overall

flow from project data through idea,
knowledge mining and implementation of
a practical experiment is rendered either
impossible or very expensive to conduct
due to the limited tools available to access
and present data in a straightforward,
meaningful, and flexible manner.
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals initiated the
NextGen IT project to address these
informatics workflow issues with the
aim to improve the efficiency of decision
making as well as the quality of those
decisions. One of the major goals of the
project was to replace the discontiguous,
time consuming data access, visualization
and analysis environment, with one that
fostered easy access to multiple views of the
company data equity, robust data analysis
and encouraged an in-depth examination
of complex SAR trends. A lengthy and
thorough process involving scientists from
all levels and disciplines ensued, resulting
in the development of the Discovery 360
(D360) application, which allowed scientists
to move quickly from research question
to action. More than 800 Wyeth scientists
were trained and quickly utilized D360,
not only to advance projects more rapidly,
but also to add depth and quality to their
data analysis resulting in better crafted
development candidates.

The objective of this paper is to examine
some of the challenges in the design of
a modern pharmaceutical data mining
application and illustrate practical
solutions. Relatively little time will be
spent discussing functionality which is
common to standard data mining tools.
The focus will be on functionality which
takes data mining to the next level and
speeds the iterative design process.

Sections:
Where is the data?
How do you query the data?
Query construction-beyond simple
constraint setting
How to best utilize those rich datasets
Enhancing datasets with additional data
Data analysis-in search of trends
Forms-beyond flat tables
Leveraging and sharing scientists
knowledge
How about desktop publishing tools?
Beyond the archetypal data mining
paradigm
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An efficient solution to data access and
analysis issues is to consolidate all the datasources
into a well-organized, homogeneous view of the
company’s data, regardless of source.

Where is the data?
Project teams need access to a wide variety
of data (e.g. chemical, structural, biological,
computational, ADME, and toxicity).
All of this data contributes to the typical
multi-parameter optimization process
critical to discovery drug research. It makes
sense then to make the entire range of
data available at the same time to allow for
efficient querying, as well as analysis. One
strategy, often the default as new data types
become available, is to provide an interface
with access to each of the individual data
sources allowing sequential focused queries.
This necessitates an additional operation
by the scientist or IT professional to join
together multiple datasets into a cohesive
view of project data. While this workflow
does consolidate access to the sources of
the data, a consolidated view of the data
is far from simple to obtain. A more
efficient solution would be to consolidate
all the datasources into a well-organized,
homogeneous view of the company’s
data, regardless of source. In this manner
the underlying complexity of the data
environment would not be a concern for the
scientists.
This can be done behind the scenes via a
warehouse or some combination of data
federation2 with or without warehouses or
data marts. The key, however, is that the
data storage location and format should

be invisible to the scientist data consumer.
Wyeth consolidated its data sources into
a warehouse3 and utilized the D360 data
catalog to present a homogeneous view
of the corporate data to the users. This
allowed the scientists to ask questions of
the data without having to understand the
underlying relationships between the data
sources and fields.
Having all the data available in one
interface is only the first step. With
hundreds to thousands of structural,
chemical and assay fields from historical
as well as current projects available,
organizing these fields becomes critical
to reducing the complexity of the query
interface into a usable form for the user.
A basic approach is to provide a folder
tree structure similar to the Windows file
structure. Typically chemical data are
grouped together in a series of folders,
followed by assay data subdivided by
therapeutic area (or site) and project.

context to the fields (e.g. filtering for
“kinase assay 101” shows that it is available
in the PI3K, BRaf and EGFR project
folders). A challenge for companies is
keeping this view of the data fields current
without impacting on IT resources. One
of the unique features of the data catalog
developed for D360 is that new assays and
fields are automatically discovered and
made available to users without additional
input from IT. As a result, at Wyeth, a new
assay could be added to the database and
within a short period of time would be
automatically visible in the data catalog.

This allows the user to navigate directly to
common areas (e.g. structure, computed
properties and ADME) as well as projectspecific assays (Figure 2). The ability to
directly filter the list of fields makes sense,
allowing for a rapid way to drill down
to the specific assay of interest without
having to navigate through the folders.
Maintaining the folder hierarchy within
the filtered list provides additional valuable
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At Wyeth, over 60 data categories allowed scientists
the flexibility to ask a very wide range of questions of
the data and to pick the perspective from which they
wanted to view the data.

How do you Query the Data?
Actually the first question that should
be considered is “How will the data be
analyzed?”

Figure 1. D360 Data categories

Structure-activity and multicomponent
analyses require that the data be
summarized or aggregated to the structure
level. This is a key activity for project
team leaders and members and therefore
a basic requirement for queries. Alternate
data summarizations are also important
for other workflows. Examples include
examining batch to batch variations of
assay results, examining project events
and progression, and checking assay
consistency over time3.

This is not to say that unaggregated data is
not important, but rather that a primary
objective of a data mining application
should be to provide easy access to a
view of data that is summarized at a
level appropriate for the question the
scientist is asking. This summarization
level, or data category, reflects what the
user is looking for on a record by record
basis. For example, if a project team
leader wants to understand the structureactivity relationship between enzyme and
cellular activity for the project equity,
then a structure data category would be
chosen and each record would show data
summarized for each unique structure.
As one can imagine, many kinds of data
categories are possible (Structures, Batches,
Projects, Assays, People, Patents…) and at
Wyeth there were over 60 data categories.
This allowed the scientists at Wyeth
the flexibility to ask a very wide range
of questions of the data and to pick the
perspective from which they wanted to
view the data.

Query construction-beyond simple
constraint setting
Data summarization/aggregation
When constructing a query several
questions immediately come to mind –what
data will I see and how will the output data
be displayed? Typically, a project leader
selects a structure data category and wants
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to aggregate the numerical data from assays
(e.g. EC50, IC50, % inhibition) to provide a
characteristic value (e.g. arithmetic mean,
median or geometric mean). An example
might be an IC50 geometric mean along
with standard deviation, a % inhibition
arithmetic mean. The flexibility to set
aggregation types relevant to the result/
data type allows the project team member
to craft output that is the most germane to
their question and task. Often overlooked
when considering aggregation is which data
are aggregated. Since assay results often
contain both fully determined (e.g. 0.5 uM,
85.1% inhibition) as well as indeterminate
data (e.g. <3.0 uM, <20% inhibition), there
have to be business rules to decide which
data will be used for the aggregation. These
business rules could be applied to the data
within the data source itself. This approach,
while speeding up queries, has the
unwelcome effect of both hiding data and
requiring a recalculation of the database
when new data appears, when business
rules are changed, or new aggregation
functions are desired.
A more thorough and flexible approach
applies the company business rules at
query time and has the added benefit of
allowing the company to change business
rules or add new aggregation functions
without impacting the underlying
data. Not surprisingly, business rules
for aggregation vary from company to
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“Data aggregation and application of
summarization business rules during querying allows
the organization to change business rules without
impacting the underlying data.”

the condition constraint along with the
result type. This latter approach affords a
less crowded data catalog for field selection
(e.g. one % inhibition field), as well as easier
query setup and flexibility to allow the
scientist to examine the affects of changing
conditions on determined results.

Figure 2. D360 Corp Structures Query Interface

company, so the flexibility to configure
those rules is important. Wyeth engaged
a multidisciplinary group of scientists
to formulate business rules, and all data
aggregation was done on the fly at query
time. This, coupled with the more than 40
aggregation functions available for text, date
and numerical data gave the scientists the
flexibility to summarize their data in the
manner most relevant to the task at hand.

(Figure 3). One way to accomplish this is
by pre-pivoting the source data, affording
a different field for every condition-result
pair (for example, % inhibition for assay
101 at five concentrations will result in five
fields for assay 101). Alternatively the data
can be pivoted at query time by including

Wyeth did not pre-pivot assay data for
the most part, relying on D360 to pivot
data at query time. An added bonus to
this approach is that the scientist does not
need to know at query time under what
conditions a compound was assayed. If
there is no constraint on the condition,
all conditions for that result type that the
structures in the dataset were assayed under
will be presented. Thus with one simple
query band, the scientist can retrieve all the
results under all tested conditions for a set
of compounds (e.g. solubility concentration
with a condition of pH affords the solubility
concentration for all pHs).

Consideration of experimental
conditions – data pivoting
In most cases the project team member will
want to pivot their data by the conditions
under which it was measured to allow
values to be readily compared down a
column without requiring reference to
separately displayed condition values

Figure 3. Pivot and Aggregation combination examples
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“The ability to take what could be a
complex data query and publish it under a simple
facade allows all users access to the data and
leverages team skills.”

Focusing in on the right data –
constraint input
There are several ways to make constraining
queries, a familiar operation to users, easier
and more useful. Users typically have access
to company IDs via multiple avenues,
including emails and Excel. Providing the
ability to transparently parse text for valid
IDs saves the users the chore of reformatting
the data for the query. Another common
timesaver is populating dropdown lists
with unique results for selected fields (for
example, select project name = EGFR kinase
from a list of project names), as well as
providing lists of valid conditions for assays
along with their frequency (such as selecting
the condition of pH = 7.4, run 10,000 times,
from a list of all pHs for the assay). These
validated lists provide information about the
entire assay and also avoid input errors in
setting constraints.
The ability to set any aggregation type or
pivot condition gives the user a great deal
of flexibility in setting up a query in order
to obtain the data they need. However, it is
important that a query interface does not
require the user to choose settings for each
new query. Well thought out default settings
for aggregation type and pivot conditions,
as well as the aids in adding constraints
mentioned above, should make query setup
easy and accessible to the casual user.

Wyeth took advantage of the wide range
of configuration options in D360 to make
routine query setup possible with a few
clicks. Additionally, in any population of
users there will be a range of expertise.
The ability to take what could be a complex
data query and publish it under a simple
facade allows all users access to the data
and leverages team skills.

How to best utilize those
rich datasets
Having access to all the corporate data and
a good query interface leads quickly to a
rich set of data. Scientists are then faced
with problem of effectively utilizing all
this information to visualize and optimize
multiple structure activity relationships.
A basic solution is to transfer this dataset
into Excel, where most scientists have
experience in analyzing numerical data.
However, Discovery data, with chemical
structures, mixed data types, color coding,
and special sorting and filtering, requires
enhanced spreadsheet functions that are
not typically available or complex to use in
Excel. One solution is to provide plugins
to Excel with chemical functionality. This
leverages the expertise that scientists have
in Excel and provides the ability to quickly
transmit saved datasets to collaborators.
While Excel does have significant strengths,
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its weaknesses in managing large datasets4,
poor scrolling with large numbers of
graphical items like structures, limitations
in sorting indeterminate data (see below),
and challenges in sharing synchronized
datasets restricts its utility. A better solution
is to utilize a data mining application
built specifically with Discovery data and
workflows in mind, containing the most
commonly employed Excel functionality
in addition to scientific tools. With this in
mind let’s look at some of the additional
capabilities one might want in a Discovery
data mining application.
A typical project dataset has more than
30 columns containing structures and
computed properties, as well as aggregated
biological and ADME data. With over
500 rows in the dataset, it is important
that critical results stand out. In most
companies there is a binned value
expectation for computed properties like
Lipinski rule violations, as well as profiling
assays such as solubility, CYP interactions,
Human and Rat Metabolism. Coloring
these results immediately provides
feedback to the team member about how
their compounds meet their company’s
guidelines.
Wyeth deployed a broad set of global color
schemes for common assays and computed
properties that helped to guide users.
These global schemes could be modified
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“Wyeth deployed a broad set of global color schemes
for common assays and computed properties that
helped to guide users. These global schemes could
be modified by users to meet specific project needs.”

visualization but it needs to be simple to set
once and reuse. Typically users at Wyeth
would be able to customize their data
environment within the first few sessions
and utilize those settings for the majority of
their routine work.

Figure 4. D360 Dataset with applied CBV and calculated column

by users to meet specific project needs (for
example, cLogP binning might be different
for projects requiring brain penetration).
In addition, the project team might have
a set of ranges for specific assays (e.g. <10
nM good/green, 10-100 nM moderate/
yellow, >100 nM undesirable/red). Setting
these ranges for assay results once and
then making them available for all future
queries is an enormous timesaver. With
these settings in place, each dataset for
team members appears as a rich, color
coded spreadsheet (Figure 4) that takes
advantage of the brain’s inherent pattern
recognition capabilities.

There are a number of additional ways a
scientist might want to customize a dataset
to improve usability. Column headers that
are translated from official terminology
(e.g. “procedure 1000, Src Kinase catalytic
domain, IC50, nM, 5 ng protein, 30 minute
incubation”) into presentation style (e.g.
Src Kinase IC50 nM) are desirable and
something the scientist will want to do
before presenting their results to colleagues.
In a similar manner the user should be
able to easily set color schemes for results,
column widths, and data precision for use
in a specific dataset as well as future queries.
Formatting is an important part of data
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Sorting is critical to data analysis, yet
typical pharmaceutical data, which
contains both indeterminate (e.g. <3 nM,
>10 uM) as well as fully determined data
(e.g. 0.01 uM), poses a sorting problem
for a standard numerical sorting function.
Sorting of this type of data should display
the indeterminate data as expected (e.g.
<2, >10) yet sort with the fully determined
data (e.g. <2 sorts with 2.0). Without such
a “smart” sort, users are forced to separate
each assay field into a text field and a
numerical field, significantly increasing the
number of output columns.
The use of aggregated data allows the
scientist to quickly visualize structure
activity trends (see analysis section below).
However in many cases the data used as a
basis for that aggregation is important to
review. For example, an unexpected low
aggregated IC50 value for a compound
might prompt an inspection of all the
IC50 determinations. The simplest
solution is to provide drilldown access
to the individually determined values. A
more complete drilldown provides the
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The right annotation process allows team
members to turn their datasets into living project
datasets where scientists can share insights
and experiment status.

context for the determination (e.g. run
date, batch, notebook number) as well
as additional detailed information about
the measurement such as IC50 curves.
Reviewing the individual data and curves
allows the scientist to confirm the quality
of the aggregated value and review
decisions they have based on it.
In contrast to data drilldown to
understand the makeup of aggregated
data values, often the scientist wants to
jump out to data that is related to but
not present in the current dataset. For
example, a project team member has run
a Structure Similarity Map (see below),
selected a cluster of compounds, and wants
to ask some simple questions about those
compounds (batch inventory, calculated
properties, or analytical information)
without constructing another query.

Having quick access to context dependent
standard queries adds an additional
dimension to the iterative design process.
In essence, the scientist is able to jump
to related data about a compound. D360
provides an infrastructure that allows
scientists to jump readily to alternate and
related data views based on current context
and also to access other applications.
Wyeth utilized this “Follow on Query”
infrastructure to provide access to their
compound ordering application, document
management systems, and 3D modeling
tools. This turned D360 into a hub for
internal applications and streamlined the
workflow for scientists.

Enhancing datasets with
additional data
A powerful way to enrich datasets is to
annotate them with external data such as
from low throughput assays not captured
in the company database, user comments,
and calculated columns. At a simple level
this is easily accomplished in spreadsheet
applications like Excel, as well as analysis
applications such as Spotfire. While a
dataset annotated in this manner is useful
to the individual user, there is additional
value to be gained by sharing it with the
project team. However, sharing and
synchronizing this enriched dataset requires
a complex updating and sharing process.

Figure 5. D360 Dataset
with chemical series
“Lipophilic pocket” and
user annotations “Project
Comments”
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“The best solution for data analysis is to
provide a comprehensive set of interactively
linked analysis tools within the data
mining application.”

Alternatively, associating each annotation
with the corresponding company ID
within the data mining application allows
for the annotations to be retrieved by
any query. Then, for example, sets of
annotations can be shared by teams and
utilized in any query that contains those
IDs. This allows team members to turn
their datasets into living project datasets
where scientists can share insights and
experiment status.
Two other kinds of user-defined columns
bear mentioning - calculated columns and
chemical series. A typical use of calculated
columns is to utilize standard functions
to generate selectivity information on a
compound. A recent trend in data analysis
in medicinal chemistry is to calculate
composite values based upon various
calculated and measured results such as
LELP, Ligand Efficiency, and LipE.
Wyeth utilized the calculated columns
interface in D360 to assemble and
provide documentation for these kinds
of functions in order to encourage their
adoption and proper use. Of course,
there are a wide variety of calculated
properties generated at companies and
it is important to be able to integrate
those results into datasets. Wyeth
utilized the D360 framework to access
their internally developed computational
engines from within the dataset on an

ad hoc basis, leveraging the research
findings from molecular modeling and
cheminformatics groups.
Grouping molecular structures into
chemical series according to specific
structural fragments (e.g. pyridyl series,
propyl side chain series) is a common
medicinal chemist’s task. Converting
these multiple substructure searches into
a chemical series annotation column
allows for additional sorting and filtering
operations (Figure 5). As noted above,
making this annotation column sharable
to the team encourages a common point
of view and greatly assists in thought
processes around SAR, project direction,
and decision making.

In search of trends - data analysis
Data analysis is an iterative process,
requiring sorting, filtering, binning, and
plotting of data accompanied by drilling
into specific results, followed by refined or
follow-on queries. Aspects of this can be
accomplished in a spreadsheet (e.g. Excel)
or graphing application (e.g. Spotfire). This
requires a handoff of data from the data
mining application to one or more analysis
applications with the accompanying risk
of data, formatting and functionality loss.
A more serious concern is the impact on
the iterative design process. If there is a
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significant barrier to the export of data into
the analysis application(s), then the scientist
is likely to make only one trip to data mining
application, relying upon the analysis
application to do all of the data refinement.
A better solution is to provide a
comprehensive set of interactively
linked analysis tools like scatter plots
and histograms within the data mining
application. When less frequent, more
sophisticated analysis is required, a
tightly coupled link to a visualization tool
like Spotfire or statistics tools like JMP
is provided. In this way the scientist is
provided the most flexibility and immediate
feedback to their analysis questions.
Let’s assume for the moment that fairly
standard analysis tools (scatter plot,
histogram, etc.) are available and instead
examine what unique analysis needs
there are for Discovery data. When faced
with more than 30 columns of data, how
does the scientist discover how the data
is correlated? Consider an individual
contributor for a Discovery project who
wants to explore all the recent data for the
project and try to understand if there are
any correlations between project specific
assays and calculated or globally run
assays like ADME. Plotting individual
pairs of results to look for trends is
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“There are several ways to organize cluster analyses,
including dendograms. A more intuitive representation of
clusters utilizes a 2D display where the distance between
data points represents their degree of similarity. “

both cumbersome and inefficient. A
way to rapidly look at all the pair-wise
combinations of data fields would allow
the scientist to quickly focus on the data
most likely to be interrelated and plot the
most interesting ones (Figure 6).
Since structures are a critical component
of Discovery data there several ways that
they can be viewed and analyzed. Grid
displays of structures are an essential
viewer of a dataset. Adding multiple lines
of data from the dataset to each grid tile
turns a grid display into a condensed
summary or mini form of important data
for each compound (Figure 7).

Figure 6. D360 correlation matrix

Figure 7. Sorted grid display with associated data fields
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A clustering tool is essential to organizing
large numbers of structures into
manageable groups for trend analysis5.
There are several ways to organize cluster
analyses, including dendograms, which
many find challenging to navigate. A more
intuitive representation of clusters utilizes
a 2D display where the distance between
data points represents their degree of
similarity. Similar compounds then
appear as discrete clusters. Utilizing assay
results and other molecular properties to
influence the size, color and shape of the
data points should then make it easy to
see in which regions of structure property
space a property is stable or unstable, and
hence to determine which chemical series
are most likely to yield desired property
optimizations (Figure 8).
D360
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Form views provide a single view of a dataset for a
particular record, such as a chemical structure. This
enables the user to preview on one page all the
relevant information about a compound.

Forms - beyond flat tables

Figure 8. D360 Structure Similarity Map

RGroup tables are also an essential part of
understanding SAR, and there are many
standard ways of preparing them. What is
often left out of the thought process is how
to manipulate them to understand which
fragments are responsible for the desirable
property values. First and foremost should
be the ability to sort RGroup tables so that
related fragments are together. This aids in
reviewing the fragment equity and also in
preparing reports for external use. A good
complement to the Structure Similarity
map is a 2D matrix of RGroup fragments,
also color, shape and size coded with data.
This viewer not only helps to visualize
important and perhaps different SAR, but
it can also expose fragment combinations
that have yet to be made.

Another important way to visualize a
dataset is where all the data for a record
(e.g. a chemical structure) are presented
in a form view. The intent here is not so
much to compare between compounds or
items in other data categories, but rather
to review on one page all the relevant
information about a compound (i.e.
to visualize the profile). This becomes
even more important with very wide
spreadsheets, like those containing more
than 30 columns, where it is challenging
to scroll around the datasheet looking
for those critical fields. In addition it
can be very useful to present detailed
information (unaggregated data) as well
as aggregated data. Examples include a
batch inventory table or sub-form for a
compound, phenotypic assays results (CYP
450 isozyme inhibition), in vivo results
(dose, schedule, route, result), supplier
details for commercial compounds, and
in-house reagent inventory (Figure 9).
This detailed or unaggregated data is
cumbersome and in some cases difficult to
display in a cell on a spreadsheet without
significant increase in the complexity of
the user interface. A special example of
wide datasets deserves mention - broad
phenotypic assays (e.g. kinase, GPCR and
ion channel screening). These datasets
can be more than 200 columns wide and
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particularly difficult to navigate. Preparing
a form with primary (% inhibition) and
dose response result tables, presorted and
color-coded for activity, easily focuses the
scientist’s attention on the most critical
results and enhances the value of the panel
screening data.
Typically, enterprise data mining form
applications do well in the first category by
allowing aggregated data fields to be placed
anywhere on a form but they do not do as
well at integrating sub-tables and subforms. The latter category is what makes
forms valuable since they become capable
of presenting a hierarchy of information
in a single view. What is actually needed
is the ability to utilize the unique layout
features of a form to consolidate a view
of the data for a compound coupled with
the strength of a spreadsheet to compare
across compounds. In other words, both
form viewers and spreadsheet viewers
should co-exist in the same application
at the same time. If the viewers are
interactively linked (as well as other
graphical data visualizers), then navigation
to a particular result is reflected regardless
of the viewer chosen by the user, so the
scientist gets the best of both views.
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Form building should be easy enough for the
average user to utilize, and should not require
specialized IT professionals, which can frequently result
in bottlenecks in data access due to workload.

and handling and does little to leverage the
individual talents of the team. Many elements
add up to the “eureka” moment for scientists,
including analysis, filtering, binning and
color-coding. Sharing this snapshot with
team members allows them to share the same
critical point of view. In addition, sharing the
underlying team member queries (including
forms) within the data mining application
(Figure 10) affords flexibility in asking new
questions and provides a starting point for
modification into new queries. If you add
to this shared team annotations, global color
schemes, aggregation business rules, and other
global settings, you have the ingredients to
help teams as well as the research community
have consistent views of the data.

Figure 9. D360 Form view of commercial compounds

A significant barrier to form use in data
mining applications is the difficulty in
form creation or modification. Form
building should be easy enough for the
average user to utilize, and should not
require specialized IT professionals, which
can frequently result in bottlenecks in data
access due to workload.
Wyeth helped to design the D360
Forms building interface so that it is
as straightforward to use as building a
PowerPoint slide. In addition to users
building their own forms, Wyeth shared
(see Sharing below) a wide range of forms
(e.g. Commercial compounds, Project,

Kinase, and Pharmaceutical profiling
forms) to all users. Since forms can be
easily edited and form tables and fields
objects cut and pasted between forms,
users were able to quickly and easily craft
forms that met their needs.

Leveraging and sharing scientists
knowledge
Not surprisingly, sharing data mining results
is a key part of a dynamic and successful
team, and how that data is shared can make
a significant difference in its impact. At the
simplest level, teams can share spreadsheet
files containing project assets. This requires
significant overhead for synchronization
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Figure 10. D360 Workspace
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Scientists need easy ways to get data into a format suitable for
presentation, so it is critical that the formatting and data mining
work the scientists have done should be seamlessly transported
into desktop publishing tools and productivity applications.

Presenting the data - how about
desktop publishing tools?
Getting data into a format suitable for
presentation is often a weak link for
data mining applications. In many
cases formatting like color by value and
structural information are left behind
or require extra steps to recover (e.g.
regenerate the chemical structure in
external application from SMILES strings).
Often a great deal of time is wasted
reformatting output in PowerPoint slides
or Excel spreadsheets in preparation for
meetings and reports.
Ideally, the scientist wants to easily
move from a dataset window into other
presentation tools while retaining
the flexibility to modify the content.
Spreadsheet results including structures
(either live, editable structures or images)
should be easily exported into PowerPoint
(Figure 11) either in the same orientation
as the original spreadsheet, or transposed
as is common for scientific presentations.
The output from analysis viewers should
be easily available to paste into any
application. For those quick messages
to colleagues, selections from the dataset
copied to the clipboard should retain

Figure 11. D360 transposed PowerPoint export

all the formatting from the dataset. In
essence, the formatting and data mining
work the scientists have done should be
easily transported into desktop publishing
tools and productivity applications. This
kind of seamless integration of datasets
with standard productivity tools was a key
requirement for Wyeth users, and D360
was designed by this team to get data into
PowerPoint, Excel and other applications
in a couple of clicks.
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With the right tools for data access and analysis
in place, a paradigm shift can take place, changing
team meetings from static presentation of results
to working sessions.

Beyond the archetypal data mining
paradigm
Retrieving pharmaceutical data in a useful
form from corporate databases is often
time consuming, and acts as a barrier to
meaningful and complex data analysis
and therefore to the effectiveness of drug
discovery research.
When project team leaders and team
members spend the majority of their
design time just getting the data together
into a useful form it is not surprising that
less analysis is done. What is the impact?
A simplistic view of project assets? Missed
opportunities? Delayed delivery of leads?
Lower scientific job satisfaction? Nonuse of the data? As many pharmaceutical
companies transition their in-house
research assets more towards analysis and
design, it becomes increasingly important
that data mining tools must respond
by becoming more nimble at providing
access to corporate data. This can be
accomplished by a consolidated view of
the data, user friendly query interfaces,
aggregation tools that enable analysis,
and an architecture that allow seamless
integration with in house tools. All of this
is directed towards enhancing the speed
and success of iterative drug design.
With the right tools in place, data access
and analysis becomes fast, easy, and
accessible by all team members. In this

environment there can be a paradigm shift
at team meetings from static presentation
of results to working sessions, where data
and analyses are discussed in real time and
follow on questions take the discussion to
the next level6.
At Wyeth, we found that after the
introduction of D360, teams were using
it during team meetings to track down
missing pieces of data in a discussion to
answer questions in real-time (e.g. “Didn’t
we test the amino analog and found it was
less active?”) as well as to discuss trends
(e.g. “Looks like the ligand efficiency
is rising over time in this series”; “This
cluster of compounds seems to contain
most of the activity, let’s make more but
keep ClogP in mind”; “Looks like pKa
really does correlate with HERG activity,
let’s raise that in future analogs”). The
impact? A better utilization of team
intellectual assets, time savings and higher
quality drug candidates.
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